This paper introduces a new method of analyzing and understanding time-fiequency representations. This method may produce more understanding because the method is based upon a nonstationary correlation function familiar to many engineers and scientists. Using a nonstationary correlation function and some specified estimating method, this paper defines a WienerKnitchine type spectral density for time-varying signals. This spectral density represents many time-frequency representations and allows simple intuitive understanding of the properties found for these time-frequency representations. In addition, this technique may prove useful in defining new representations.
INTRODUCTION
The new method being introduced, called the correlation approach to time-frequency representations (CATFR), began while studymg the Wigner distribution as a tool for processing speech signals. The Wigner distribution of a signal x ( t ) is given by [l] w,(t,f)= j-x(t +z / 2)x*(t-z / 2)e-'2mfdt. (1)
While experimenting with the Wigner distribution and while reading current literature on the subject, I found that little work had been done (excluding Cohen's generalized time-frequency representations [2] ) on how the Wigner distribution compared to other known and unknown time-frequency distributions. What bothered me about the Wigner distribution was the crossterms forever present with multi-component signals and the negative coefficient values. Although filtering can alleviate some of these problems, filtering seems to limit the techniques time resolution considerably. Thus, I set out to obtain a general method for comparing the Wigner distribution with other time-frequency representations that not only provided some theoretical usefulness but more importantly contained some method of understanding intuitively why a particular time-frequency representation behaves the way it does.
-m
Correlation Approach Background
This new approach began by noticing that Wigner coefficients from (1) are no more than the Fourier transformation of x(t + T / 2)x'(r -z / 2) with respect to z.
Because the Wigner kernel is an energy (or power) type quantity due to its quadratic behavior, the Wigner kernel can be interpreted as an autocorrelation type function. Thus, if suitable autocorrelation functions can be defined for different time-frequency representations, then comparing distributions reduces to comparing these correlation functions. Two questions quickly come to mind. First, how should autocorrelation functions be defined so they represent at least the more popular timefrequency representations?
Second, do these autocorrelation functions allow easier comparisons? one general method the Wigner distribution (l), the power spectral density (PSD) defined by At first I wanted the new approach to describe with
where R, (7) represents an ensemble-averaged stationary autocorrelation function (ACF), and the periodogram defined by (3) where (R, (7)) represents a time-averaged ergodic ACF. Notice that (2) and (3) where the limit and sum operation denote an ensemble average taken over a random process's sample functions.
Since A,(t,z)=E,[x(t)x'(t-z)], the TFSE is equivalent to the PSD. Similarly, if we use (7) but define the TFEV using a time-average as shown by
then the TFSE becomes the periodogram. The Wigner distribution is obtained by setting Thus,
produces the Wigner distribution. Now that (l), (2), and ( 3 ) have been described with the C A m they can be compared by studying the different time variable transformations ( (7) and (10) ) and the three different TFAF computing methods (time average, ensemble-average, and one sample function ensemble-average). Notice that there are six possible TFSEs for these two transformations and three computing methods. Further analysis shows that for both time transformations (and all other time transformations described in this paper) the ensemble average produces the PSD while the time average produces the periodogram [3]. However, using time transformation (7) and a one sample function ensemble-average produces the Rihaczek distribution [4] given by To see this, substitute the TFAF associated with (7) and a one sample function ensemble-average into the TFSE to give ~( t , j ) = x(t)X'(j>e-""/.
TF,(t,f)= x(t)j-:x*(t-z)e-ndh.
(13)
Now substitute 5 = t -z so that TF,(t, f > = x(t>e-"@X'(f> = E(t, f>.
(14) From the analysis provided so far consider that two instantaneous spectral analysis techniques (Wigner distribution and Rihaczek distribution) have appeared by using a one sample function ensemble-average with different time variable transformations. This begs the question as to whether other instantaneous spectral techniques arise when considering other time variable transformations. The answer to this question is yes and some of the these will be presented.
So far all of the time variable transformations have been linear. However, in order to get some other popular time-frequency representations into the CATFR, I had to resort to nonlinear mappings. For instance, using a one sample function ensemble-average, These examples show how easily the correlation approach produces various time-frequency representations. However, the technique was developed to gain a better understanding of time-frequency representations in general. This can be done by first noticing that the Wigner, Rihaczek, Page, and Levin distributions are all based upon a one sample function ensemble average. No wonder researchers typically report these distributions diflicult to interpret for multicomponent signals embedded in noise. This difliculty is arises from the fact that a one sample function ensembleaverage is a very poor estimator with respect to the estimator error variance. Thus, it seems that these instantaneous spectral techmque are inherently flawed in the sense that they are all based upon a very poor estimator.
Note that the examples shown in this paper are not exhaustive and that other studied time-frequency representations can be written in terms of the CATFR.
These other time-frequency representations require still different time variable transformations and they may require a window function which filters the one-sample function ensemble average (e.g.. the spectrogram, cone, etc.). In addition, an infinite number of additional timefrequency representations can be generated by defining different time variable transformations and even different estimators of the TFAF. Other, more imaginative, TFAF surely exist and can be helpful in designing more robust time-frequency representations.
Correlation Approach to Time-Frequency
Representation Theorems The CATFR would not be very useful without the ability to predict time-frequency representation characteristics using some general properties. Fortunately, the following theorems show how powerful this new approach is to time-frequency representation analysis. ,,t, +b,t,   where the a,,,,, , b,,,, In addition, the time variable transformation should conserve area which implies Idet(A)(= 1.
Since A,(f,z)= A,*(t,-z) implies TF'(t, f ) E %, the TFEW is analyzed to check if A,(t,z) is an even function with respect to T.
Notice that
A,(t,z) = A,'(f,-T) if
Assuming that x(t) E 3, if ~, , t +u,,Z = a,,t -u,,T and ~,,t+ U,,T = al1t -u,,z (24) then (24) is satisfied. Reducing (24) produces the conditions that a,, =-az2 and a,, =az, for TF,(t, f) E % .
To maintain transformation areas, we get from Jdet(A)(= 1 that I feel that substantial amount of intuition can be acquired while using the CATFR. In addition, the CATFR provides a framework from which new timefrequency representations may be designed. New representations could possibly be used to implement algorithms such as a nonstationary indicator [ 31.
